
The Most Valuable Skills in Chess
             Maurice Ashley
 
     A new elementary chess book

     By one of America's highest-profile 
grandmasters and chess teachers

     From the basic moves to winning 
your first games - and beyond

About the Publisher: Gambit Publications is passionate about creating innovative and instructive chess books, 
suitable for all standards of player. Thanks to a renowned editorial team of masters and grandmasters, Gambit 
now has over 170 chess titles in print, and half a million Gambit chess books have been sold. Our books for 
beginners and club-level players use effective training techniques to make improving easy and fun.

Assuming no knowledge of chess beyond the rules, Maurice Ashley guides you on an inspirational journey 
through the world of chess tactics. He brings the pieces to life by examining their fundamental characteristics, 
and shows how their powers can be put to use to win pieces or give checkmate - the building-blocks upon which 
all chess skills are based. His approach is not just entertaining: teams under Ashley's guidance have won six 
national junior championships. His charismatic teaching methods are the stuff of legend - and are to be the 
subject of a movie. This book makes his ideas and material available to all: teachers and students alike.

Comparative Titles: 
How to Beat Your Dad at Chess (Chandler), ISBN 978-1-901983-05-0 
Chess Tactics for Kids (Chandler), ISBN 978-1-901983-99-9  

About the Author:
He has been called the Tiger Woods of chess. In 1999, Maurice Ashley became the first African-American to 
qualify for the elite Grandmaster title, an achievement that was widely reported in the international media. He is 
one of the highest-profile figures in American chess. He sees chess as playing a role in helping at-risk youth, 
and has coached a number of junior teams to victory in national championships, most famously the Raging 
Rooks of Harlem, whose achievement is planned to be the subject of a feature film. In 2003 he was named 
Grandmaster of the Year by the US Chess Federation.
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